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Abstract

We describe an ongoing effort to build a large-scale parallel and
comparable monolingual treebank for Dutch of 1 million words, where
nodes of dependency trees are aligned and labeled according to a lim-
ited set of semantic similarity relations. We address alignment of sen-
tences and dependency trees, both manual and automatic. We in-
troduce new annotation tools, present results from pilot experiments,
and discuss complications. We discuss applications in multi-document
summarization, question-answering and paraphrase extraction.

1 Introduction

Treebanks of syntactically annotated sentences have become a core part of
computational linguistics and many related areas. Not only for developing
and systematically validating computational models of syntax, but also for
data-driven development of natural language processing tools such as part-
of-speech taggers, chunkers and parsers. In a similar vein, large parallel
corpora of bilingual text have become an essential ingredient of statistical
and example-based machine translation. Typically, the text material in a
bilingual parallel corpus is aligned at the level of sentences, words or arbi-
trary substrings. Convinced of the need for more syntactic structure, several
researchers have explored parallel treebanks with aligned phrase-structure
trees or dependency structures (see e.g., (Gildea 2003; Samuelsson and Volk
2006)).

A similar type of corpora, parallel corpora of monolingual text, have
proved to be useful for automatic extraction of synonyms and paraphrases,
which in turn have a wide range of applications from machine translation
to information retrieval. This also inspired work on comparable corpora of
loosely associated text, e.g., entries from different encyclopedia on the same
topic (Barzilay and Elhadad 2003).

A logical combination of these two trends – parallel treebanks on the
one hand and monolingual parallel corpora on the other – gives rise to the
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notion of a parallel monolingual treebank. That is, a corpus of parallel or
comparable text in the same language with aligned parse trees. It seems
that so far little research has addressed this idea (Ibrahim, Katz, and Lin
2003). In our opinion parallel monolingual treebanks hold great potential,
not only for paraphrasing, but also in general for studying the mapping from
meaning to alternative surface realizations, and in many NLP applications
such as multidocument summarization, question answering and recognizing
textual entailment (we will elaborate on this in Section 5).

The notion of a parallel treebank implies alignments between structural
units like words, phrases or tree nodes. In fact, this makes the alignments to
some extend similar to the dependencies among words in a syntactic depen-
dency structure. However, in contrast to dependencies, which are normally
typed in terms of a particular set of dependency relations, alignments are
unlabeled. We propose the extension of unlabeled alignments to alignments
typed in terms of a limited set of semantic similarity relations such as “X
specifies Y” or “X generalizes Y”. We think that such an extension has many
interesting theoretical and practical implications.

In this paper we describe an ongoing effort to build a large-scale parallel
and comparable monolingual treebank for Dutch of 1 million words, where
nodes of dependency trees are aligned and labeled according to a limited set
of semantic similarity relations. We will first describe the text material and
syntactic annotation. Next, we will discuss alignment at the sentence level,
both automatic and manual, followed by alignment of dependency trees. We
will introduce some newly developed annotation tools, review some of the
results from pilot experiments on annotation, and share our experiences so
far in building a large scale corpus. We will finish describing some tools and
applications we intend to address in future work.

2 Corpus material and annotation

2.1 Text material

The corpus contains written Dutch text from five different sources, ranging
from true parallel text to loosely associated comparable text. The target
size is 1 million words, half of which will be processed with partly manual
annotation and correction, whereas the other half will be processed fully
automatically.

Book translations Parallel text comes from alternative translations of
the same book. The corpus includes two Dutch translations from (parts of)
each three books: (1) “Le petit prince” by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry, (2)
“On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation
of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life” by Charles Darwin in the 1st
and 6th edition and (3) “Les Essais” by Michel de Montaigne. The original
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three books are quite old, because two translations of a modern book are
extremely rare. However, we like to stress that we use modern translations
which are only a couple of years of old. We included the integral text of “Le
petit prince”, whereas of the other two only selected chapters are included
(although extremely long sentences were excluded from further annotation).
Two books were scanned and required manual correction of OCR errors.
The others were obtained in various electronic formats and converted to
TEI XML format. The total size of this corpus segment is about 125k
words.

Autocue-subtitle pairs This material comes from the NOS journaal,
the daily news broadcast by the Dutch public broadcasting channel, and
consists of the autocue text as read by the news reader and the associated
subtitles. It was collected, tokenized and aligned at the sentence level in
the ATRANOS project (Daelemans, Höthker, and Sang 2004). Because of
space constraints, the subtitles typically present a compressed form of the
autocue. We skipped cases in which autocue and subtitles were sufficiently
different in terms of word overlap. The size is approximately 125k words.

News headlines Our third text source consists of headlines of clustered
news articles which were automatically mined from the Dutch version of
Google News. As the clustering is based on the full article rather than only
the head, we found substantial differences between headlines, so manual
subclustering was required in order to get parallel sentences. This corpus
segment contains approximately 25k words.

QA-system output For reasons explained in Section 5, the corpus also
contains answers the domain from Question-Answering (QA). The IMIX
project has developed a multimodal question-answering system in the med-
ical domain (Theune, van Schooten, op den Akker, Bosma, Hofs, A.Nijholt,
Krahmer, van Hooijdonk, and Marsi 2007). Questions are answered by
searching a large collection of text ranging from medical encyclopedia to
layman websites. In order to evaluate the QA engines, a reference corpus of
questions and associated answers as encountered in the available texts was
manually compiled. From this corpus, we extracted clusters of two or more
alternative answers. With about 1k words, this segment is relatively small.

Press releases The final source delivers comparable text in the form of
press releases about the same news topic obtained from ANP and Novum,
two Dutch press agencies. The selection of comparable press releases was
initially automatic, aiming at a high recall at the expense of precision, and
later on manually corrected. The total size is approximately 225k words.
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2.2 Tokenization and syntactic parsing

All text material was tokenized using the Dutch tokenizer developed within
the DCOI project (Reynaert 2007). We found that tokenization errors were
more frequent in the book material, probably because of long and complex
sentences. Since especially sentence-splitting errors will be fatal in the sub-
sequent parsing step, and tokenization errors are relatively cheap to fix, we
undertook manually correction in this corpus segment.

Next, the Alpino parser for Dutch (Bouma, van Noord, and Malouf 2001)
is used to parse all sentences. It aims at providing a relatively theory-neutral
syntactic analysis as originally developed in the context of the Spoken Dutch
Corpus (van der Wouden, Hoekstra, Moortgat, Renmans, and Schuurman
2002). It performs part-of-speech tagging in terms of major word class
(e.g. verb, noun, pron, and adv) and lemmatization. It assigns dependency
links to pairs of tokens, labeling them with dependency relations such as
head/subject, head/modifier and coordination/conjunction.

If a full parse fails, Alpino produces partial analyses collected under a
single root node. Due to time constraints, errors in lemmatization, POS tag-
ging and syntactic dependency parsing are not subject to manual correction.
Evidently this will have an negative effect on the final step of dependency
tree alignment, but to what extent remains to be seen.

3 Sentence alignment

Following tokenization and parsing, the corpus material has been aligned at
the sentence level. Part of the material was already aligned: the autocue-
subtitle segment was aligned within the ATRANOS project; the alternative
answers from the QA reference corpus are implicitly aligned, and the same
goes for all sentences in a subcluster of news headlines. Alignment of sen-
tences is thus required for the book translations and for the press releases.
This process takes place in two steps: automatic alignment and subsequent
manual correction.

3.1 Automatic alignment of parallel translations

Automatic alignment of sentences from parallel translations is a well-studied
area for which a number of standard solutions are available, e.g., (Gale and
Church 1993). It is usually assumed that the majority of the alignments
is of the 1-to-1 type, and that crossing alignments and unaligned sentences
are rare. We found these assumptions are frequently violated, especially in
the two translations of “On the Origin of Species”, where there are many
differences due to Darwin’s own revisions. These range from added or re-
moved text segments (the 6th edition even has a whole new chapter) to long
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sentences being split in multiple sentences in one translation but not in the
other.

Since to us sentence alignment is not a research topic in this stage, we
opted for a fairly straightforward approach that is nonetheless robust to
above problems. We take a sentence from the first translation and check
for all sentences in a sliding window over the second translation at approx-
imately the same position whether two sentences are sufficiently similar to
justify alignment. Similarity is defined in terms of n-gram overlap. We use a
relatively low threshold to get a high recall at the expense of precision. This
because the alignments are manually corrected afterwards and in practice
deleting wrong alignments takes less time than finding right ones.

Obviously, this approach is sensitive to gaps due to insertion/deletion of
large text segments. We therefore found it beneficial to carry out alignment
in multiple passes. That is, first align chapters, next align sections, then
paragraphs and finally sentences.

3.2 Manual correction of sentence alignments

We developed a special alignment annotation tool, called Hitaext, for visu-
alizing and editing the alignment of sentences. In fact, Hitaext is a general
graphical tool for aligning text elements in pairs of arbitrary XML docu-
ments. It takes as input a pair of marked-up texts in the form of XML
documents. A third XML file contains the alignments (possibly none yet)
as well as a simple style sheet for rendering the text. Hitaext provides two
different views on the input documents: the tree view and the text view.

The tree window – see the left side of Figure 1 – visualizes the hierarchical
structure of the XML elements in the form of two parallel tree controls
(or tree widgets). These allow a user to walk through the XML elements
using mouse and/or keyboard. In our case, the documents are typically TEI
XML documents, and the elements are chapters, section, paragraphs and
sentences. Large documents remain manageable because a user can expand
or collapse arbitrary parts of the tree. In addition, irrelevant elements can
be hidden by proper configuration of the style sheet.

The text window – see the right side of Figure 1 – shows the two pieces of
text corresponding to the two elements currently focused (or selected) in the
tree window. These are typically texts constituting sentences, paragraphs,
chapters of even whole documents (when the focus in on the root node).
The sliders at the bottom of the text window allow one to reveal a variable
amount of the surrounding text.

If an element is aligned, its tag is shown in green in the tree window and
its corresponding text is shown in green in the text window. Conversely,
unaligned tags and texts are shown in red. The current focus is always an
element in the tree window, either in the left or right tree. If this focused
element has alignments, the aligned elements in the other tree are marked
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Figure 1: Screen shot of Hitaext, the tool used for aligning text segments

by means of an exclamation mark icon. This way Hitaext facilitates 1-to-1,
1-to-n and n-to-m alignments. By selecting two elements from either tree
and subsequently hitting the space bar, a user can toggle (switch on/off)
the alignment between them.

Hitaext is implemented in wxPython, runs on Mac OS X, Linux and
Windows, and will soon be released as open source software.

3.3 Alignment of comparable text

Alignment of sentences from comparable texts, as in the case of our press
releases about the same topic, is a different problem in at least two respects.
To begin with, the assumptions about parallel text clearly do not hold: 1-
to-many – or even many-to-many alignments – are to be expected, just as
crossing alignments and large portions of unaligned material. Moreover,
similarity between sentence, and therefore the decision to align or not, is
much more gradient. Whereas with parallel translations it is virtually always
evident whether or not two sentences are translations of the same source
sentence, it turns out to be much harder to decide whether two sentences
are sufficiently similar to justify alignment. We have just started manual
alignment of comparable text and are in the process of developing annotation
guidelines. Below we share some of considerations.

Aligned sentences should have at least one proposition in common. We
interpret this notion loosely as a statement about someone or something.
Examples of (partial) sentences including the same proposition:

• Balkenende is the minister-president of the Netherlands
• Balkenende, who is the minister-president of the Netherlands, ...
• Balkenende, the minister-president of the Netherlands ...
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• Balkenende as the minister-president of the Netherlands ...
• Balkenende being minister-president of the Netherlands ...

However, the following examples do not:

• Balkenende is a wine expert
• Balkenende likes to barbecue
• Bush likes to barbecue
• the minister-president of the Netherlands
• the capital of the Netherlands

There is no need for aligned sentences to be paraphrases of each other.
One sentence may contain additional information which is not present in the
other. Likewise, information in one sentence may be more specific/general
than in the other.

We do not attempt to align each sentence with the most similar sentence
(one-to-one alignment). Instead, we align a sentence to every other sentence
with which it has at least one proposition in common, effectively creating
one-to-many alignment.

Finally, we try to use common sense. Consider the following pair:

• Keith Urban left US rehabilitation clinic
• Keith Urban cured from addiction

In the strict logical sense, they are different. In theory, one may leave the
clinic without being cured, or one may be cured but remain in the clinic.
However, in the context of two texts on the same topic, we prefer to consider
them identical for all practical purposes. This is in the same spirit as nat-
ural entailment is defined in the Recognizing Textual Entailment task (Da-
gan, Glickman, and Magnini 2005). Other examples include approximately
identical quantities, times, etc. In a similar vein, referring expressions like
pronouns or generic definite descriptions may be interpreted in the context.

However, we avoid alignment in cases where establishing similarity re-
quires elaborate reasoning and background knowledge, as in:

• The Radicals now hold 80 of the 250 seats in parliament
• The SRS is currently the biggest party in Serbia

Notice that this requires one to know that 80 out of 250 is a majority because
all other political parties are smaller.

We carried out a pilot experiment with two annotators who each aligned
the same 10 pairs of comparable press releases, varying in length from 4 tot
33 sentences. The total number of possible one-to-one alignments to consider
was 1492. Both annotators agreed on 44 but disagreed on 32 alignments.
While discussing the differences, we encountered some difficult cases which
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gave rise to revision of the annotation guidelines. However, it turned out
that the majority of the disagreements were due to the fact that an annotator
overlooked a particular alignment.

After revision of the guidelines, we repeated the experiment with a dif-
ferent set of 10 comparable press releases, this time with 1337 possible align-
ments to consider. Agreement was 51, while one annotator made 15 unique
alignments and the other 39. This time by far the most disagreements were
caused by missed alignments. Apparently, the task of identifying all pairs
of similar sentences is harder than deciding on similarity of a given sentence
pair, causing the precision to be substantially better than the recall.

Once we have a sufficient number of aligned sentences from the press
releases, we plan to investigate (partly) automatic alignment for comparable
text along the lines of (Barzilay and Elhadad 2003).

4 Dependency tree alignment

4.1 Semantic similarity relations

Dependency tree alignment can be described informally as: given two de-
pendency analyses, align those nodes that are semantically related. More
precisely: for each node v in the dependency structure for a sentence S, we
define str(v) as the substring of all tokens under v (i.e., the composition of
the tokens of all nodes reachable from v). For example, the string associated
with node persoon in the left dependency structure in Figure 2 is heel veel
serieuze personen (‘very many serious persons’). An alignment between sen-
tences S and S′ pairs nodes from the dependency graphs for both sentences.
Aligning node v from the dependency graph D of sentence S with node v′

from the graph D′ of S′ indicates that there is a semantic similarity be-
tween str(v) and str(v′), more precisely, between the respective substrings
associated with v and v′.

We distinguish five potential, mutually exclusive, similarity relations be-
tween nodes, with illustrative examples from “Le Petit Prince”:

1. v equals v′ iff str(v) and str(v′) are literally identical (abstracting
from case). Example: “a small and a large boa-constrictor” equals “a
large and a small boa-constrictor”;

2. v restates v′ iff str(v) is a paraphrase of str(v′) (same informa-
tion content but different wording). Example: “a drawing of a boa-
constrictor snake” restates “a drawing of a boa-constrictor”;

3. v specifies v′ iff str(v) is more specific than str(v′). Example: “the
planet B 612” specifies “the planet”;

4. v generalizes v′ iff str(v′) is more specific than str(v). Example:
“the planet” generalizes “the planet B 612”;
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5. v intersects v′ iff str(v) and str(v′) share some informational con-
tent, but also each express some piece of information not expressed in
the other. Example: “Jupiter and Mars’ intersects “Mars and Venus”

One of the motivations for these relations is that facilitate merging of de-
pendency trees in order to generate fused sentences which are more specific,
equivalent or more general than the original ones (?).

4.2 Manual alignment of dependency nodes

For creating manual alignments, we developed a special-purpose annotation
tool called Gadget (‘Graphical Aligner of Dependency Graphs and Equiva-
lent Tokens’). It shows, side by side, two sentences, as well as their respec-
tive dependency graphs. When the user clicks on a node v in the graph, the
corresponding string (str(v)) is shown at the bottom. The annotator can
focus a node in the structure for one sentence, select a corresponding node
(if existent) in the other structure, an then select one of the given alignment
relations. The tool offers additional support for folding parts of the graphs,
highlighting unaligned nodes and hiding part-of-speech or dependency rela-
tion labels. Gadget is implemented in wxPython, runs on Mac OS X, Linux
and Windows, and will soon be released as open source software.

In (?) we reported on a pilot experiment in aligning dependency trees
using the first five chapters from the book “Le Petit Prince”. Results in-
dicated that humans can perform this task well, with an F-score of .98 on
creating alignments and an F-score of .95 on assigning semantic similar-
ity relations. We also presented results on automatic annotation, which
achieved an F-score on alignment of .85 and an F-score of .80 on semantic
relation classification (assuming some prior knowledge). Our corpus allows
us to repeat these experiments on larger scale and with more challenging
text material.

5 Tools and Applications

Since we are currently still building the corpus, this section consists mostly
of plans for future work.

Tools for automatic alignment Apart from the two graphical tools Hi-
taext – for aligning text segment – and Gadget — for aligning dependency
trees – we intend to develop software to automatically align sentences from
parallel and comparable text sources. Likewise, we will work on automatic
alignment of dependency trees. Some initial work and results are described
in (?). The annotated corpus provides an excellent source of data for devel-
opment, training an evaluation of such tools.
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Corpus expansion Once reliable tools for alignment are in place, we in-
tend to double the size of our corpus to 1 million words by automatically
aligning more book translations, news headlines, press releases and option-
ally text material from other sources. Given the costs of manual labor, none
of this will manually corrected.

Sentence fusion in multi-document summarization We plan to eval-
uate the usefulness of the tools for automatic alignment in a number of NLP
applications. The first of these is multi-document summarization. Given a
set of similar documents, a multi-document summarization system must first
identify the most important sentences for inclusion in the in the summary.
In order to avoid redundancy, the system must be able to detect similar
sentences, which amounts to the task of sentence alignment in comparable
texts. Summarizers which attempt to produce real summaries, instead of
merely abstracts, also revise sentences, removing irrelevant information and
merging similar sentences. One way to regard this is as aligning and merg-
ing dependency trees, and subsequently generating revised sentences using
techniques from Natural Language Generation. This approach was called
sentence fusion by (Barzilay and McKeown 2005). Some of our initial work
on alignment, merging and generation is described in (?), which we intend to
continue in the context of multi-document summarization of press releases
and news articles.

Clustering answers in Question-Answering Question-Answering (QA)
systems typically analyze a question, search for potential answers in a large
body of text material, produce a list of potential answers ranked in order
of decreasing likelihood, and show only the topmost answer to the user.
For questions of the “open” type, like “What are the riscs of overweight?”,
the topmost answer is unlikely the be optimal. On the one hand, it may
be incomplete in the sense that it does not exhaustively list all the riscs
of overweight. On the other hand, as it is a piece of text extracted from
the context of a larger text, it may contain additional information which
is irrelevant to the question. We think that detecting and merging similar
answers will result in answers which are more complete and more relevant.
The corpus segment containing QA answers is intended to facilitate initial
work in this area.

Paraphrases in Information Retrieval Finally, the corpus can be used
to extract paraphrases from. Here we are interested not so much in syn-
onyms, which are available from other resources like Wordnet, but rather
in complex paraphrases like in the pair “X left company Y” and “X, for-
mer employee of Y”. These may be extracted from aligned dependency trees
along the lines of (Lin and Pantel 2001). We plan to investigate to what
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extent additional paraphrases of this type improve information retrieval and
information extraction.
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